That’s Greenius, LLC

About Us: We are a small, family-owned business committed to reducing our impact on the planet by providing eco-friendly solutions for your home. Our product research and development is focused on finding and creating inspired, well-crafted products that solve problems for you in ingenious ways. All our products are environmentally friendly, made and packaged using biodegradable, sustainable, recycled and/or recyclable materials. That’s Greenius! Enjoy life and feel good about how you’re treating our planet.

Intellectual Property Rights and Usage:

To protect our customers and provide the amazing customer experience that comes with That’s Greenius products, That’s Greenius strictly enforces its intellectual property rights, including but not limited to its trademarks, service marks, and copyrights. That’s Greenius and its licensees have the exclusive right to use its intellectual property. Trademarks and service marks are protected under United States and international trademark laws. Any use of the That’s Greenius trademarks or service marks without the express written permission from That’s Greenius is subject to prosecution for trademark infringement. We regularly monitor the Internet to protect That’s Greenius intellectual property rights. Unauthorized use of That’s Greenius intellectual property will result in notification to eBay.

That’s Greenius cannot permit the use of the That’s Greenius trademark in any eBay listings that we consider to be for non-genuine That’s Greenius products. In addition, we cannot permit eBay listings which use our product images and descriptions in such a way as to give the appearance that you are a seller who represents That’s Greenius. The manufacture, distribution, and/or sale of counterfeit That’s Greenius merchandise is illegal and subject to criminal prosecution.

If you have any questions about selling That’s Greenius products on eBay, please contact us at sales@thatsgreenius.com. Please visit us at www.thatsgreenius.com.

Q&A:

Can I sell That’s Greenius products on eBay?

Yes, provided the terms stated above are met so that the listing content does not infringe upon That’s Greenius intellectual property rights, it is permissible to sell new or used That’s Greenius products on eBay. Specifically, eBay listings for That’s Greenius products are permitted if the listing uses images and text (title, description and other text) which have not been copied from That’s Greenius listings or web site, either on eBay our from other sites, and the listing listing does not say or imply that the seller is a representative of That’s Greenius.